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FUTURES STUDIES 

PREDICTING

FORETELLING
AND PROPHESY

FORECASTING

FORESIGHT  

DETERMINISTIC /
CERTAINTY / PASSIVE

UN-DETERMINISTIC /
VISIONARY / PRO-ACTIVE

PROBABILISTIC / 
RE-ACTIVE / PRE-ACTIVE 

What is 
foresight?
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Why foresight?
Forecasting (future as single

most probable outcome): 

TODAY

FORECAST

(+) 5-15%(-) 5-15%

Extrapolating the most 
probable future. 

Strategy 

probabilities 

Future as plural set of options (e.g., 
scenario planning with intuitive logic):

SCENARIO1
SCENARIO2

SCENARIO3
SCENARIO4

Uncertainties &
Phenomena

TODAY
Describing possible, probable, 

preferable and plausible futures. 

Strategy 

Strategic 
option1

Strategic 
option2

Strategic 
option3

Strategic 
option4
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BECOMING AGILE & PROACTIVE
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Why foresight?

Horizon scanning:

© Futures Platform
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How to conduct foresight?
One of the ways to start: from Horizon Scanning to Scenario Building

Scenarios 
with 

Two Axes:

or

Scenarios 
with 

Futures 
Table:
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About Scenario Building
Short introduction to the history of Scenario Thinking and methodological alternatives.

• Scenarios were first used in RAND 
corporation which was a joint planning 
project between US Army AirCorps and 
the Douglas Aircraft Company during 
World War II

• The father of the scenario work in 
RAND is Herman Kahn who introduced 
the term into planning, military and 
strategic studies in the 1950s.

• Three methodological alternatives:
PREDICTIVE-PROBABLE
Forecasting and predicting by modelling, 
what is probable - Quantitative

EXPLORATIVE-POSSIBLE
Scoping what is possible and alternatives, 
asking “what-if?”- External factors

NORMATIVE-PREFERABLE
Supporting strategic planning, evaluating
what is good or bad for us - Preferences
(classification by Roy Amara)
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Scenario Building
Case example: Shell plc (private organisation)

Sources: Shell

Pierre Wack
The mastermind behind the success of
the Shell scenarios and leader of the
Shell´s Group Planning, who made two
scenarios for the oil industry: one with
conventional wisdom – somehow the oil
price would stay stable through the
turbulent times; the second with concrete
ramifications of the emerging oil crisis.

Using of scenarios: 
1. He helped oil refiners and marketers to be prepared 
to operate in a low-growth industry. 
2. He warned drillers and explorers about OPEC 
countries to take over their oil field by arranging 
workshops with management board members to 
imagine the decisions they might have to make as a 
result of the emerging crisis.
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Scenario Building
Case example: Confederation of Finnish Industries, EK&FORMIN (public organisation)

Changes in global politics
The Confederation of Finnish Industries (=EK) is the largest employers' association in 
Finland. EK's member companies collectively contribute over 70% of Finland's GDP, 
and over 95% of Finland's exports. It has considerable negotiating power, in 
collective labor agreements. 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs has a strong mandate on helping Finnish corporations to 
succeed abroad

The situation: 
World after Trump winning the presidency became uncertain. The situation was hard 
for public organizations as strategy level predictions became unreliable. 

To survive and strive in this “new normal” EK+Formin decided to conduct 
scenario building to make sense of all the possible events and futures regarding the 
next 5-10 years.

Scenario building helped to prepare for political changes in China and USA: 

EK+Formin mapped out the options of changes in global political scene. They realized 
that events that first seemed unlikely, can actually happen. New geo-blocks were 
identified, and strategic options designed accordingly. 
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Systematic Foresight
Case example: one of the biggest FMCG companies globally (private organisation)

Establishing systematic foresight
The client company is an American multinational manufacturer of fast-
moving consumer good, pet food, and other food products and a provider 
of animal care services, with a turnover of 38 billion Euros. 

The situation: 
World after Covid-19 become hard to compete in. All the traditional 
logics were broken; global logistics, point of sales (shops) and working 
from home changes consumer’s daily life. Buying and using of daily 
products changed and no one new when or if there will be “back to 
normal”. 

To survive and strive in this “new normal” The company 
decided to boost its foresight activities, conduct horizon scanning, test 
two scenario approaches and use the results in the workshops with 
different business teams. 

Scenarios helped to map the options for “new reality” from consumer’s 
daily life perspective.
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Example:



Trend library & news alerts
Lounge displaying the latest news alerts.
Newsfeed to show the latest 
developments.
Content Library, with over 800 trend 
descriptions and analysis, as well as AI 
assisted search elements. Allows 
customers to edit and add trends.

The radar view
Displays the big picture of multiple 
trends and disruptive forces.
Easy to create a new radar with our AI 
assisted radar creation process.
Select from 40 prefilled radars 
created by our Futurists, makes it 
quicker and easier to start your work.

Adaptable content and radars
Customise your futures view and add your 
own trends to enhance your own foresight 
knowledge library.
Selection tools allows you to focus on 
trends that are relevant for your projects.
Editing and publishing tools: Add your 
own trends and insights, change the time 
range and edit sectors on the radar.

Collaborative tools 
User admin: People in your team can 
login and participate from anywhere.
Voting tool: Rank trends into a shared 
priority list.
Social commenting: Helps in collecting 
insights from participants and 
encourages dialogue.
Rating tool: Enables further analysis of 
key trends in a 2-by-2 matrix.

About Futures Platform
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© Futures Platform

Make your foresight activities continuous and agile

today years to come

Sense-making of changes
(e.g., Horizon Scanning)

Mapping the Preferable 
Futures
(e.g., Scenario Building)

Using the results in decision-making
(e.g., futures workshops)
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Some of our customers already reaping the benefits 
of systematic foresight
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THANK YOU!
Futures Platform

Bulevardi 21, 
00180 Helsinki

www.futuresplatform.com

For more info on FP and the services: 
Saku Koskinen
Sales Director, Foresight Expert
Tel. +358509954450
saku.koskinen@futuresplatform.com
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Read more

Towards Strategic 
Intelligence eBook: 
http://fhs.diva-
portal.org/smash/get/d
iva2:1235945/FULLTE
XT01.pdf

Futures Intelligence
(2021) eBook: 
https://www.futurespl
atform.com/ebook/fut
ures-intelligence

Key Success Factors
eBook: 
https://foresight.futurespl
atform.com/success-
factors-foresight-
program

Epoch Change (2022)
eBook: 
https://www.futuresplat
form.com/publication/
world-epoch-change-
revolution-ahead-of-us

http://fhs.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1235945/FULLTEXT01.pdf
https://www.futuresplatform.com/ebook/futures-intelligence
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